Business Opportunity at V.I.S.S
International: Join Hands with an
Emerging Venture and Accomplish your
Business Goals by Proven Strategies!
Exciting new business opportunities at V.I.S.S International for those who
aspire to have their own business and look forth to bring a change globally!
V.I.S.S. International, an emerging venture initiated by two widely acclaimed life coaches John Assaraf
and Bonnie Bruderer, is now looking for distributors to join hands in their mission of making life better
for others.
Bonnie Bruderer is a multi talented entrepreneur and is a widely acclaimed author of ‘The One’ and
‘Staying the One’. Bonnie Bruderer created Vision Board Parties and has been teaching women to
develop and design their lives the way they have always wanted to. Her services have not been
restricted to women in fact she has helped many notable organizations such as Anthony Robbins, City
Search, etc. to reach the acme of success.
John Assaraf appeared in the movie ‘The Secrets’. He is a professional lecturer, consultant and has been
the bestselling author of New York Times twice. John with his potential and approaches has grown four
multimillion companies in the last 25 years. Re/Max of Indiana is the most noteworthy amongst all
which he helped boom to $5 billion sales in one year. He has also been a consultant to many Hollywood
celebrities, politicians and a number of entrepreneurs worldwide and has also appeared on Larry King
Live, Anderson Cooper 360, Ellen DeGeneres and many other TV and radio shows.
VISS International is now working on expanding their network of distributors in order to expand their
services and reach out more potential customers who are looking forward to bring a change in their
lives.
This exciting new opportunity would allow distributors to establish their own businesses. Distributors
will be provided with all the training material regarding sales and the product lines of the company.
Distributors will moreover go through a 4 week training session in which they will be trained to analyze
the importance and application of VISS products in their lives so that they are confident and inspired
while trying to sell the products.
This is the perfect opportunity for distributors who want to be trained and learn the ins and outs of
carrying on a successful business venture in today’s world. This training session will further cover the
selling aspects and tips on how distributors can grow their businesses.

Once trained, distributors will be in the position of selling VISS products through online presences and
offline means. Distributors will not only be responsible for selling the products but also will be
passionate about bringing changes in the lives of others making them achieve what they want to by
connecting them to the products of VISS International.
‘As a V.I.S.S Distributor, you will be trained and have the ability to represent and sell our entire line of
personal growth products and services at online events, to friends, family and on your V.I.S.S. and
personal websites. You will earn a generous revenue share for all your sales and you will also have the
opportunity to qualify for incredible incentives.’ – VISS International
For aspiring distributors, this is an incredible opportunity to set up a business that is ascertained to
grow. It will empower distributors to work with others and make them grow while at the same time
flourish their own business.
Distributors will be capable of taking orders through an online business website powered by VISS
International with training sessions monthly guiding them to prosperous routes. In addition, distributors
will enjoy a 24 hour support system to help eliminate any confusion.
Joining hands with VISS will not only provide distributors with an exciting new business opportunity, but
will also give them the chance to work with others and make them accomplish their aims. This is an
opportunity that lets distributors grow with their customers to achieve greener pastures.
For more information regarding this opportunity for distributors, kindly visit:
http://www.experienceviss.com/the-opportunity/distributor/

